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HERMAN

PEANUTS

GET FUZZY

ALLEY OOP

GRAND AVENUE

SOUP TO NUTS

ASTROGRAPH
Your birthday:
Monday, Jan. 15, 2007

THE BORN LOSER

You might have a beneficial opportunity to put an enterprise together,
which will be both enjoyable and profitable, with a couple of trusted allies. It
will pertain to something you're familiar
with.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You could be exceptionally fortunate
in material ways from your dealings with
an associate who is older or more experienced than you. Don't hesitate to follow
his or her lead.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
This could be an extremely pleasant
day, especially if you take the time to get
together with several dear friends who
want to meet. You won't be sorry you put
other things aside for them.
PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20)
Objectives you establish for yourself
might experience a few bumps in the
road, but if you don't let that distract
you, your goals are achievable. Keep
plugging for what you want.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
If you need a pick-me-up in order to
get the week on a roll, engage yourself
in something that is mentally stimulating
with some associates who are both creative and fun.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
You'll be very effective taking the lead
in a situation that is undergoing some
unwelcome changes. Knowing how to
direct things without ruffling feathers
keeps things calm.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
Let your heart, coupled with common

FRANK AND ERNEST

ARLO AND JANIS

sense, be your guide when you have to
deal with a situation that needs some
tough decision-making. What makes
people happy will prove fruitful.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Your efforts will prove to be very gratifying when you not only work hard for
yourself but for those for whom you feel
responsible. Their appreciation will be
sweetness.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
One of your more remarkable faculties is the ability to make everyone you
deal with on a one-on-one basis feel as
if he or she is the most important person in the world. You'll use it well.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Although you thoroughly enjoy a variety of pleasurable pursuits, nothing will
be more gratifying than spending your
time on as many constructive things as
possible.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
The sensitivity you show toward others will win you the respect of your
peers. They'll admire the courage and
intelligence you display to say what
needs to be said without blaming
anyone.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
Fortunate circumstances could unfold
in ways that will enable you to take care
of a long overdue obligation. It will make
you feel as if a giant weight has been
lifted off your back.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)
This is a good day to rethink a matter
that has caused complications to pop up
continually. The answers for which
you've been searching will take aim at
the heart.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
DILBERT

REALITY CHECK

THE FAMILY CIRCUS

‘Dear Abby’ by Pauline
Phillips and Jeanne Phillips

Parents’ big loan
delivers wedding
on shoestring
DEAR ABBY: I was married
recently, but I am extremely
embarrassed about the wedding.
My husband and I are recently
out of college and have no money.
The wedding was done on a shoestring, and it looked it. It was
certainly not the fantasy I had
envisioned.
We are now trying to buy a
house and, coincidentally, using
the same mortgage company my
parents have used for years.
During a chat with our loan officer, she let it slip that “the wedding must have been gorgeous”
because my parents took out a
huge loan to pay for it.
Well, they didn’t pay for anything but the food. It was barbecue and not expensive.
I am hurt that my parents used
me as an excuse to get a large
loan and didn’t even offer to help.
I never expected anything from
them. I worked my way through
college. Now that I’m aware of
their lie, I want to talk to them
about it. Should I?
— UPSET IN IDAHO
DEAR UPSET: The loan officer
was wrong to have revealed confidential information. However,
rather than being hurt by the
news, perhaps you should be concerned. It’s possible your parents
took out the loan to help with the
wedding but needed the money for
some emergency.
By all means discuss it with
them, but don’t do it with a chip
on your shoulder.
DEAR ABBY: I am 23 years old
and in the Navy. I am in the medical field, and the chances of my
going to Iraq are high. Lately, all I
can think about is when I die what
song I want my parents to play at
my funeral. I have the song
already picked out.
My problem is, how do I bring
this up to my parents without
freaking them out?
— CONFUSED CORPSMAN
IN ILLINOIS
DEAR CONFUSED: Write your
parents a letter to be opened in
the event of your death. In that
letter, outline whatever wishes you
have regarding your funeral and
the disposition of your property. (I
am surprised that the subject of a
last will has not been raised
already by the command of your
unit.)
Leave the letter with your attorney, your parents or a trusted
friend, to be delivered if you do
not return.
P.S. Please do not think negatively. It will only distract you.

